
Discover the world of 
Unlimited Learning

With millions of resources at your fingertips

Adapted to all learning abilities, preferences and curricula

Learn wherever you want, when you want

With many devices, online and offline

For the whole family and community

Can you imagine a world where learning is without limits?



Break learning barriers, create your own 
Unlimited Learning Ecosystem

How an Unlimited Learning Ecosystem helps 
the academic community:

If, like us, you believe that learning should be personalized, adapted to every circumstance, and accessible 
at any time, from any place, now is the time to join the Unlimited Learning revolution.

An Unlimited Learning Ecosystem includes: 

Intelligent, 
personalized 

experience for your 
school

Joaquín - Parent Cintia - Head Teacher

Watches an astronomy 
video to help Juan with his 

homework

Checks Nadia’s reading 
progress.  Prepares a 
welcome course for 

the school.

Nadia - Student

Reads 
National Geographic

Juan - Student

Attends virtual classes 
in natural science

Learning Experiences

Community Hub

Interactive learning 
experiences

Millions of educational 
resources

Benefits for the 
entire school 
community

Managed service



Innovators become Unlimited Learning Organisations
with ODILO:

Helena School, Zimbabwe
This primary school has deeply integrated their Unlimited Learning 
Ecosystem in their daily learning and has registered over 3,500 
learning hours + 1,500 titles consumed to date.

LA SALLE, Mexico
To meet the challenges of the 21st century, the school is joining 
the Unlimited Learning revolution to offer its community a place 
for connection and education with 60+ tailored reading plans and 
40,000+ educational content items.  

EL PILAR, Spain
Setting their sights on integrated development for students through 

personalized learning paths, which can motivate them to achieve 
the best version of themselves.  In barely 12 months, students 

reached 25,000+ hours of accumulated independent learning.  

ASPAEN, Colombia
Their Unlimited Learning Ecosystem has allowed them to put into 

practice their exclusive educational model, offering their 6,000+ 
students and 850+ teachers proprietary content with which to 

personalize learning.  

We adapt to all schools:

Adapted to the image 
and values of your 

institution

Adjusted to your 
preferred methodology 

and pedagogical 
model

Integrated with your 
own educational 

material

For all skill and subject 
areas



www.odilo.us/private-schools/

#unlimitedlearning

Join us!

With collaboration from 
the best providers of educational content

With continued support from ODILO’s team of professionals

- Deep learning and content analytics

- More than 3 million from approx 6,300 content providers

- Curricular, complementary resources and learning 
experiences designed to develop every skill and subject 
area

- Multilingual content for language learning and specific 
content for all major international curricula

Achieve educational excellence 
with the best technology in education

- Increasing reading habits by 3-5x

- Increasing reading comprehension

- Nurturing creative writing skills

- Developing critical skills

- For the students, teachers and families

Professional Services

Unlimited Learning experts that help engage 
your community, connect with authors and 

educational experts and develop many exciting 
activities and contests aligned to your goals.

Learning Services
Educational and pedagogical experts that help 
you create and curate learning experiences for 
everyone and adapt your Unlimited Learning 

Ecosystem to your preferred pedagogical model 
and culture.  

Books Audiobooks Magazines Comics Podcasts Videos Courses


